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i think it was always a bit of an oddity in the way spa worked, it was very much geared towards the
business software market and had a very limited focus on the accounting market. the

implementation and user interface of the product were designed with the accounting user in mind.
this meant that at times it could be really hard to find a product to fit a bill and not just a license. it

was also not clear whether or not you could use it with sage 50 as it wasnt a spa version of the
product. this may change with the new product. i would like to see spa integrated into the product as

it does have all the functionality of a sage 50 product. the fact that it is more flexible and cheap to
implement than the product it replaced is a major plus for many organisations if you have a small

business and need an accounting software that works with the cloud or if you use sage 50
accounting software support 50 business software, this is the perfect solution for you. very powerful
and intuitive. when i checked my account it didn't seem to be working, so i called the sage helpline,

who recommended i do an update, and i did, but when i checked the account again, it said it was still
not working. i then called the support line, and this time i was put through to another person who
was much more helpful, he asked if i had updated my sage 50 accounting software, and when i

replied that i hadn't, he said that there was a problem with the license server, and so the license was
disabled, and i had to contact sage support to get the license enabled. he explained the system in
detail and i was able to change the license server address to use by changing a setting in the file

"/sage50/sage50/sage50/settings/license.conf" i made the change and then restarted my pc, and the
licence was enabled, and the software worked. bottom line this application supports both windows

and mac and is available in both 32 and 64 bit versions.
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